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Техніко-економічний аналіз способів виготовлення криволінійних заготовок 
 

Проаналізовано способи отримання криволінійних заготовок. Для порівняння вибрано 
чотири варіанти технологічного процесу: випилювання криволінійних заготовок із склеєного на 
гладку фугу щита; випилювання криволінійних заготовок із ділянок, склеєних по довжині на 
зубчатий шип по формі заготовки; гнуття масивної деревини; гнуття з одночасним склеюван-
ням. За основу розрахунків вибрано криволінійну заготовку, розраховано потребу в сировині і 
матеріалах, розроблено технологічні процеси, розраховано потребу в енергоносіях, розраховано 
економічну ефективність кожного варіанта. Доведено пріоритетність виготовлення криволіній-
них заготовок гнуттям масивної деревини за рядом критеріїв. 
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THE STUDY OF THE  BLOCKBOARD SHAPE STABILITY  
DEPENDING ON THE DESIGN 

 

The existing designs of blockboards are analyzed. Experimentally investigated was the influ-
ence of the core structure of blockboard and methods of joining its elements on the shape stability and 
dimensional change after the manufacture. 

Keywords: wood, blockboard, core, structure, shape stability. 
 

Relevance of the problem. Currently, manufacturers of panel-form materials are 
developing new materials for the purpose of obtaining various designs, environment-
friendly and with the possibility of expanding the scope of application. However, the 
ordinary blockboards (coreboards), which are often used, for example, for the manufac-
ture of the door leaf, do not become irrelevant. 

One of the problems in the production is to ensure the dimensional stability and 
shape of the blockboard, which is important during its operation. 

The purpose of the study was to determine the characteristics which are important 
during operation – warping and waviness – depending on the design of the blockboard. 

Studies were conducted to determine the  shape stability of such boards for vari-
ous design options, as well as calculations were made to determine the economic feasi-
bility of manufacturing such material. The object of the study was a blockboard – panel 
of strips (block), sandwiched between two layers of rotary-cut veneer. 

Analysis of the research and publications. Despite the variations in colour and 
texture offered by manufacturers of laminated chipboard, modern furniture design dic-
tates fashion for style solutions. This can be, for example, large  working surfaces of a 
large thickness. There is a growing demand for lightweight construction materials, al-
lowing to significantly reduce the use of wood and logistical costs of the furniture parts 
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and ready-to-use furniture. This encourages the active development of panel-form mate-
rials with different types of core [3, 5, 10, 12].The use of "forgotten" panel-form materi-
als of a frame structure with different types of core in the manufacture of cabinet-type 
furniture  allows obtaining the properties of a perfect surface, high surface hardness and 
impact resistance. With modern adhesive materials and high-precision equipment, you 
can create panel structures from natural wood of the desired configuration and thick-
ness. In addition, such designs are environment-friendly since they contain significantly 
less amount of harmful emissions from adhesives as compared to laminated and faced 
wood particleboards. 

Blockboard is a product that has been present in our market for a long time. It is 
used for the manufacture of furniture, doors, partitions, floors, and sometimes walls in 
residential buildings, car-building, shipbuilding and other industries. With today's short-
age of wood resources, it is important to use post-consumer wood in the production of 
blockboards [1-10]. A classical blockboard consists of strips glued together (the bulk of 
blockboard), faced with 3 layers of veneer – two rotary-cut-veneer layers, glued perpen-
dicular to each other, and the outer ply is made of sliced veneer. If the boards are not 
faced  with sliced veneer, then there are only 2 layers of rotary-cut veneer over the bulk. 

Blockboard is traditionally considered to be the best material for manufacturing 
high-quality furniture. It is durable and lightweight structural material. Blockboards are 
environmentally benign  in production and application. 

This type of  panel-form material was the main substitute for solid wood in the 
manufacture of furniture products, but with the development of wood particle- board 
production, its share in furniture making significantly decreased. One of the disad-
vantages of blockboards is the change in dimensions and shape after fabrication. The 
indexes of shape stability are different for different designs, but the blockboard of type 
NR (HP) [14] , with the core composed of strips which are not glued edge-to-edge, shall 
be considered as having the greatest shape stability. However, the blockboards of this 
type are the least strong, the strips, during the manufacture of the blockboard, are con-
nected with a twine for fixation, the strength of the blockboard is provided only by ad-
hesive bonding ‘ strip – veneer facing’. 

Blockboards of types SR (CP)  and BR (БР) have better indexes of strength [13, 
14], due to glueing of the core strips by edge to edge. Here the core strips form a solid  
basis, and in combination with facing  – a rugged structure. Warping of such panels is 
higher than that of panels  NR (HP).This is due to the mutual deformation of the core 
strips, glued to form a blockboard. The warpage rate depends on the relative position of 
the annual rings in adjacent strips, the slope of grain, the presence of defects, etc. 

The problem of shape stability has been solved in various ways, in particular, the 
methods proposed in the patent by V. Pyatkov, A. Voyakin  “A method of manufactur-
ing blockboards“ [11]. 

The performance of this task is ensured by the fact that, before  laying the block-
board, the adjacent strips of the basis are fastenedby brackets on the upper and lower 
planes. Fig. 1 shows the structure of a blockboard using steel brackets.  

The blockboard core is formed from thickness-calibrated strips 1. The adjacent 
strips in the core are fastened by brackets on the upper and lower planes 2 at a certain 
distance from the end of the core. Then the core is sandwiched between two layers of 
sheet wood material 3, for which can be used natural veneer, plywood, synthetic veneer, 
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fibreboard. The core is placed between layers of sheet wood material  whose surfaces, 
adjacent to the core, are coated with adhesive ,with the subsequent retention of the 
formed  blockboard  in the press.  

 

 
Fig. 1. A method for manufacturing a blockboard by fastening strips  

with steel brackets: 1 – core strip; 2 – steel bracket; 3 – facing 
 

This method of manufacturing blockboards, according to the authors [2], allows  
obtaining a blockboard with greater rigidity, compared to blockboards of type NR (HP), 
and with the preservation of its shape stability. Jointing of adjacent strips with brackets 
simplifies the technology of manufacturing a blockboard since there is no gluing opera-
tion of  strips compared to the production of a blockboard of type NG (НГ). 

Methods of the studies. The study of the  blockboard shape stability, depending 
on the design, was carried out according to the following procedure: 

Blockboard design. The basis (core) of blockboards was made of softwood 
strips, 450 mm long, 19 mm thick, and 20, 40 and 60 mm wide. 

Facing – rotary-cut veneer, birch, 1.15 mm thick. Adhesive – PVA dispersion, 
class D3. The glue was applied manually with a glue spread of 150-200 g/m2. 

The fabricated specimens of blockboard were 450×450 mm in size, with three 
widths of core strips for three design types of blockboard. The study was conducted at 
the training and production workshop of the Department of furniture production tech-
niques and wood products of the UNFU. 

The length, width and thickness of the blockboards, waviness and warpage were 
controlled according to the requirements [13, 14]. 

Results of the studies. The research was conducted by monitoring the block-
boards’ parameters  24, 48 and 72 hours after the blockboards were unloaded from the 
press. As it turned out, after the processing  the experimental data, the deviation in the 
values for shape stability (waviness and warpage) is observed for different core strip 
widths and this is influenced by the blockboard designs. 

As follows from the experiments, the blockboard of type NR(HP) can be consid-
ered the best in terms of shape stability. This blockboard is made of strips that are not 
glued together and its strength is provided only at the expense of the adhesive jointing: 
the core strip face–veneer facing. This design, due to the fact that the core strips are free 
in the transverse direction, enables war page of the blockboards. Such a design is incon-
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venient in manufacturing as it requires additional effort when pressing the blockboard – 
the strips need to be fixed in the transverse direction. 

The application of adhesive on the side surfaces of core strips improves the 
strength of the blockboard. However, this leads to an increase in deformation of the 
blockboard due to stresses, changes in humidity, the presence of defects in strips, incor-
rect stacking, etc. The third type of blockboard was a design in which the core strips 
were fast end with one another by using steel brackets as described in [14]. 

 

 
а)   

      
b)                                                                   c) 

Fig. 2. Warpage change in time for different types of  blockboard:  
a – for blockboard of type NR(HP) , b – for blockboard of type SR (СР),  
c – for a blockboard in which the core strips are fastened with brackets  

 

Conclusions: 
1. As shown by the experiments, fastening the core strips with steel brackets has a positive impact 

on the properties of the blockboard. In particular, the core  will be sufficiently rigid and does not re-
quire transversal clamping when pressing. 

2. In terms of shape stability, this blockboard is not inferior to the blockboard of type NR (HP) 
with non-glued strips. 

3. The amount of warpage for the above mentioned blockboard designs is the smallest for block-
boards of  type NR (HP)and with fastening brackets is 1.78 and 1.79 mm/m, respectively, for the width 
of core strip 40 mm. 

4. Thus, the studies have shown that the design with fixed core strips can be applied to the manu-
facture of blockboards. 
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5. Calculations of manufacturing costs to produce one square meter of blockboard  for three de-
sign options with different core strip widths  showed that the largest amount of material costs is for 
blockboards with brackets and the blockboard of  type NR (HP) is the cheapest. 
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Аналіз формостійкості столярної плити залежно від конструкції 
 

Проаналізовано існуючі конструкції столярних плит. Експериментально досліджено 
вплив будови заповнення столярної плит та способів з’єднання її елементів на стабільність, 
формостійкість та зміну розмірів після виготовлення.  

Ключові слова: деревина, столярна плита, заповнення, конструкція, формостійкість. 


